Weir Was Here – Secret Rooms, Doors and Windows
New York photographer and Visiting Artist, Xiomáro (pronounced “SEE-oh-MAH-ro”), presents the first artistic collection of photographs
documenting the beauty and textures of the interiors of the Julian Alden Weir House and Studio and the Mahonri Young Studio, which
have never been seen by the general public. This unique photographic record was commissioned by the National Park Service as part
of a major rehabilitation and restoration of these key historic buildings – the first such project in the history of the park. These structures
are empty for the first time in at least 140 years and are highly unlikely to be empty again. Moreover, by 2013, the interiors will be
significantly changed from how they appear now. So the photographs offer a rare peek of what lies within. Visit www.xiomaro.com
to see the entire collection of 146 photographs.
Prints are available for as low as $20.
Visit www.xiomaro.com/purchase_prints.html for info.
10% of Gallery Print sales are donated to Doctors Without Borders.
Photo 1

Weir lived here
Original front door
opening into library

Photo 2

This is where he read
Shelf with three
generations of books
(Weir, Young and Andrews)

Photo 3

Photo 4

He gazed at the landscape, lost in thought
Library stained glass window

He would knock for Pinky here
Door to downstairs bedroom where
Albert Pinkham Ryder stayed.

Photo 5

Albert Pinkham Ryder
was here too
Downstairs bedroom looking
towards library window

Photo 6

Photo 7

Great painters turned
this doorknob
Door from downstairs
bedroom to library

Their feet were warmed
by the stove
Cast iron Franklin stove in
downstairs bedroom

Photo 11

Photo 12

He remembered
his roots in Europe
Delft tile on bottom of
dining room fireplace

He surrounded himself
with the artful
Hand carving on dining
room furnishing

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Their stomachs were warmed by the bread
Beehive oven in east side of living room

Shutters were opened to
take in the landscape
Window in west side of living room

Was he inspired by glass and dapple?
North window in dining room
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Photo 14

Photo 15

And Weir painted here
Weir studio entrance

The stars sang together as he worked
Weir studio ceiling

His art inspired others
North window of Weir studio
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Photo 17

They follow his footsteps to this day
Inside Mahonri Young’s studio
And they leave their mark
Detail of sink in Young Studio
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